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           overview/goal 

               background 

           Study structure 

We’ll explore the use of blockchain platforms and metadata standards to more clearly identify 

and demonstrate the curation, sourcing and sharing of datasets.  

 

*Study will support the objectives of both nonprofit and for-profit entities. 

 
Companies maintain and exchange their data for a variety of reasons. While non-profits may share 

information for the advancement of research or other humanitarian efforts, some for-profits regard 

their data as a highly valued corporate asset and viable source of revenue. 

Regardless of the motivation, internally generated datasets are not standardized, making them more 

difficult to define, locate, interpret, cross-reference or use reliably – putting both “curator” and 

“procurer” at a disadvantage. Adding to this are the costs associated with non-standard, one-on-one 

negotiations or data repositories.  

Is blockchain the key? 
 

Blockchain technology offers the ability to create shared applications or electronic contracts and 

may be a viable tool for addressing the curation through procurement challenges. The contracts can 

enforce business rules that are typically detailed in partner-to-partner trade agreements and 

contracts. They also can include escrow-holders for complex interactions between trading partners. 

 
We’ll examine cryptocurrencies as a means for funding the architecture, outline possible revenue 

sources that may provide a revenue source and incentivize companies who author and/or aggregate 

valuable datasets into commonly defined formats. 

Study models will include data curated and monetized directly from authoring companies, 

aggregated as a service and exchanged freely for research purposes. We’ll explore the management 

of the dataset provisioning process (from dataset discovery to request-for-quote, through to 

fulfillment) and incorporate Smart Contracts, cryptocurrencies and the use of standardized 

metadata definitions. 

 

 

 ( O V E R )  

https://www.c4scs.org
https://www.c4scs.org/study-blockchain-metadata/
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Use-cases to examine: 
 

 Data curation process: Using metadata standards to 
clearly communicate content and context of dataset 
(including quality checks)  

 Dataset contract process (between data owner and purchaser) 
 Pro bono datasets (offering quality datasets for research, etc.) 
 Monetizing datasets  

 
For companies seeking to share/exchange datasets and analytics: 

 Identify datasets 
 Define datasets via metadata 
 Define dataset usage options 

 
For companies seeking to source/procure data and analytics: 

 Discover and understand offered datasets 
 Request specific data elements or statistics 
 Request periodic updates 

 
For both parties (above), explore options to: 

 Request a quote 
 Provide a quote 
 Order a dataset 
 Provide the dataset 
 Secure payment 

 
 Metadata standards for defining datasets 
 Data availability statements 
 Required citations 
 Contracting for use of a dataset 
 Use of cryptocurrencies to facilitate trade 
 Version control 

 
ReferenceModels, White Paper and education materials.  
(To be published on the Center’s website and exhibited at relevant industry conferences and seminars.) 

 
 

           Study structure 

               deliverables 

                      benefits 

    addl. considerations 

 

To follow or join the Study visit: www.c4scs.org/study-blockchain-metadata 

https://www.c4scs.org
www.c4scs.org/study-blockchain-metadata
https://www.c4scs.org/study-blockchain-metadata/

